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particle overlap between halos from every pair of adjacent
snapshots is computed in order to identify the progenitors
and descendant of each halo – described using an interaction
graph, called its merger tree [5] [6] (Figure 1). While
approximate analytical models for agglomerative structure
formation, such as the Extended Press-Schechter (EPS)
formalism [7], readily make use of a tree representation
for describing hierarchical formation, it is much more difﬁcult [8] [9] with data from numerical simulations, where
strict conformance to the tree representation breaks down
due to the complex dynamical interactions of halos [10]. It
is, therefore, a signiﬁcant challenge for merger-tree building
codes to deal with this issue in a way that robustly describes
the growth and evolution of cosmic structure.

Abstract—Cosmological N-body simulations rank among the
most computationally intensive efforts today. A key challenge
is the analysis of structure, substructure, and the merger
history for many billions of compact particle clusters, called
halos. Effectively representing the merging history of halos is
essential for many galaxy formation models used to generate
synthetic sky catalogs, an important application of modern
cosmological simulations. Generating realistic mock catalogs
requires computing the halo formation history from simulations
with large volumes and billions of halos over many time steps,
taking hundreds of terabytes of analysis data. We present
fast parallel algorithms for producing halo merger trees and
tracking halo substructure from a single-level, density-based
clustering algorithm. Merger trees are created from analyzing
the halo-particle membership function in adjacent snapshots,
and substructure is identiﬁed by tracking the “cores” of
merging halos – sets of particles near the halo center. Core
tracking is performed after creating merger trees and uses
the relationships found during tree construction to associate
substructures with hosts. The algorithms are implemented with
MPI and evaluated on a Cray XK7 supercomputer using up to
16,384 processes on data from HACC, a modern cosmological
simulation framework. We present results for creating merger
trees from 101 analysis snapshots taken from the Q Continuum,
a large volume, high mass resolution, cosmological simulation
evolving half a trillion particles.
Keywords-merger trees; dark matter halos; cosmological Nbody simulations

I. I NTRODUCTION
Figure 1: The merger tree of a halo at time t3 (upper) and
the actual simulation particle rendering (lower), with halo
regions found by the halo ﬁnding step superimposed [11].

The rich structure of the galaxy distribution in the universe
results from gravity acting on smooth, almost featureless
initial conditions. Due to the attractive gravitational instability, clumps of dark matter, called halos [1] [2], form
and merge in a hierarchical fashion as the universe expands
and evolves. Halos host galaxies that assemble as ordinary
(atomic) matter falls in, shock heats, cools, and forms stars;
galaxies continue to evolve through a complex process of
stellar evolution [3], astrophysical feedback mechanisms,
and halo and galaxy mergers. For gravity-only cosmological
simulations of dark matter, studying the galaxy distribution
requires a critical spatiotemporal analysis that is performed
over a set of snapshots taken at time intervals short enough
that the system dynamics are adequately captured [4]. The
0-7695-6326-0/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/HiPC.2017.00052

In the modern cosmological context, halo merger trees
form the basis for implementing galaxy formation frameworks that either follow empirical methods [12] or semianalytic modeling [13]. Parameters are tuned and validation
carried out by confronting these results with observational
data. The current state-of-the-art in N-body codes consists of tracking halos using clustering or density-based
algorithms, which use spatial information encoded in the
particle positions, and then adding phase space correlations,
by including the particle velocities. Multi-step merger tree
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resolution of mp  1.5 · 108 M . The underlying HACC
simulation, Q Continuum [17], evolves over half a trillion
particles – approximately half of which make up nearly
400 million halos per snapshot – and can be used for the
construction of detailed synthetic sky catalogs, where an
accurate formation history of the halos – represented by the
merger trees – provides a critical foundation for different
modeling methodologies.

histories are also used to add supplementary information.
Hierarchical merger schemes track sub-halos within halos,
and sub-halos within sub-halos. Because sub-halos can be
disrupted by gravitational tidal forces within halos, whereas
galaxies mostly survive, it is not simple to identify where the
associated galaxies might reside in a halo. We address this
last problem by following dense halo ‘cores’ as described
below.
We present an approach for constructing merger trees
strictly from the particle membership function generated
by a percolation-based, FOF (‘friends of friends’) [14]
halo ﬁnder. Our algorithm makes no assumptions about the
underlying physics of the simulation and solely performs
set intersections on the particle IDs when comparing halos
in adjacent snapshots to properly follow their evolution.
While this approach is conceptually straightforward, accuracy requirements dictate signiﬁcantly higher memory and
computation costs compared to approximate strategies for
matching halos based only on their aggregate statistics (these
methods would fail the accuracy requirements). As such,
we propose a distributed memory parallelization strategy for
multiple set intersection – based on array intersection of the
particle IDs – that uses the same uniform spatial volume
decomposition as the underlying simulation. We found that
traversing the snapshots in temporally reverse order allows
robust identiﬁcation of splitting halos – a major source of
inconsistencies in merger tree construction – and we also
propose a method to augment the halo catalogs and alter
the membership arrays accordingly. The key contributions
of this work are:

II. BACKGROUND
The burgeoning increase in current cosmological knowledge is a direct result of the remarkable success of wide
and deep multi-wavelength observations of the sky. The next
generation of surveys will be limited not by ﬁnite statistics,
but by low levels of systematic errors, both observational and
modeling-related. Because cosmology is an observational
and not an experimental science, the resulting emphasis on
improved and robust modeling of large-scale sky survey
observations is a key driver for the continuing development
of high resolution, large-volume, cosmological simulations.
In the case of optical surveys, the aim is to construct
synthetic sky catalogs that place different types of model
galaxies in the appropriate physical locations. A necessary
requirement for doing this by any of the current methods is
the extraction of a detailed halo evolution history from the
underlying high-resolution simulation.
A. Dark Matter Halos
In the currently standard cold dark matter (CDM) cosmology, the initial density perturbations are speciﬁed by a Gaussian random ﬁeld with a scale-dependent power spectrum.
As time evolves, all scales increase in amplitude due to the
linear gravitational instability. Small scales collapse ﬁrst and
the collapsed objects continue to merge, to yield a variety of
halos with different masses, proﬁles, and substructure. The
halo distribution continues to evolve to the current epoch.
In numerical simulations, halo ﬁnding is a ﬁrst level
analysis task that is performed on the raw simulation
data; for particle-based simulations, halos are collections
of particles identiﬁed by some means of computing the
local density. Because the mass resolution of an N-body
simulation (smallest mass that can be tracked) is necessarily
ﬁnite, only halos above a certain threshold mass can be
reliably identiﬁed. At late times, about half the particles in
simulations can be found in halos.
Halo identiﬁcation can be performed by a number of
methods; the two most popular are spherical overdensity
(based on an average density criterion) and FOF (based on an
approximate isodensity criterion). The two deﬁnitions are in
principle not the same but because the proﬁles of halos [18]
tend to follow a universal form (NFW, after Navarro-FrenkWhite), there is a tight correlation between the two [19].
It should be noted that subhalos do not form within halos
but result from a smaller mass halo merging with a much

1) Development of a novel parallel algorithm for robustly
tracking halo formation and substructure for galaxy
formation models that does not require complex subhalo deﬁnitions.
2) A memory efﬁcient implementation allowing for analysis on reduced computing resources scalable to the
largest state-of-the-art simulations.
All of our experiments were performed on Titan, a Cray
XK7 supercomputer at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF). Our results were gathered from
analyses performed on N-body (gravity only) simulations
generated by the HACC (Hybrid/Hardware Accelerated Cosmology Code) framework [15]. The halo data used as
input for all results presented were generated by the FOF
halo [16] and core ﬁnder integrated into HACC’s analysis
framework. We used halo and core data from a moderately sized (1 billion particle) simulation to demonstrate
the scaling performance at varying times in the clustered
regime of a cosmological simulation. Our experiments show
a speedup of up to ∼71× when scaling to 256 processes.
To demonstrate the performance on a modern (extremescale) simulation, we ran our code on the largest complete
simulation data set ever produced with a particle mass
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larger object. Given the ﬁnite halo mass threshold in a simulation, every subhalo is therefore, at some point, an isolated
halo with no substructure. There are a number of robustness
issues with identifying and tracking subhalos in simulations,
especially when the numbers of associated particles are small
(∼ 20) and near the central high-density region of the host
halo. A large dynamic range in mass is needed for making
sure that halo substructure is being properly treated. In the
case of the Q Continuum run, a typical galaxy group or
galaxy cluster scale halo (∼ 1013−15 M ) is resolved by
∼ 105−7 particles, which easily meets the requirements.

the halo and the formation of intracluster light – a luminous
component that has been stripped from cluster galaxies.
The assumption that the observed galaxy distribution can
be obtained following the core positions (along with a few
modeling assumptions) can be tested by comparison against
observations from surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS); initial results show excellent agreement
between the model predictions and the observed galaxy
distribution proﬁles.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Analytical models for halo formation, such as EPS [7],
do not account for halo splitting, however, it is a robustly
observed phenomenon in numerical N-body simulations and
accounts for ∼5% of all halos we observed in our analyses.
The EPS model describes a purely hierarchical assembly
of halos through mergers and is the basis for the widely
accepted merger tree representation [6] that has become the
standard format for describing halo formation in simulations.
The shortcomings of the overly simpliﬁed tree representation
has given rise to many complicated algorithms [8] for producing merger trees aiming to provide physically consistent
properties (mass, position, velocity), some of which even
alter the input halo catalog by adding missing (or removing
spurious) objects in order to achieve consistency [20].
Many tree building codes create merger trees from subhalos [21], essentially creating a forest of subhalo trees for
each ﬁnal halo in the last analysis snapshot. These forests
of trees can be difﬁcult to interpret and can even become
entangled when subhalos leave their hierarchical halo group.
When a subhalo leaves the hierarchical group to which
it was previously associated, the halo group is referred
to as a splitting halo, and the resulting split groups as
fragment halos. For some types of analysis, e.g., calculating
merger rates, trees from the halo groups (complete halos)
are required, leading to several approaches [22] to explicitly
handle halo splitting. The approaches broadly fall into the
following few categories: snipping, stitching, and splitting,
and are typically a post-processing step on the subhalo trees
themselves in an effort to essentially disentangle the forests.
The simplest of these methods is snipping [23] where
fragments are not allowed to have progenitors. In addition
to mergers with a fragment being potentially over counted
(splitting and re-merging can occur several times) the entire
history of the fragment can be wrongly associated with the
tree of the ﬁrst merger if the splitting halo ﬁnally merges
with different halos. (See Figure 2.) The stitching method
improves on snipping by merging fragments with the halo
of a future merger, basically closing the cycle in a graph to
conform to a tree representation. This method also suffers
from inaccuracies when fragments end up merging with
different halos in the ﬁnal analysis step. Splitting is the most
effective at producing trees with consistent properties. Any
time a split is observed the fragments are considered halos

B. Halo Merger Trees
Merger tree codes link together halos (and subhalos)
from temporally adjacent simulation snapshots where halo
ﬁnding was performed. The goal is to accurately represent
the hierarchical formation of dark matter halos. The physical context relates to modeling galaxy formation within
halos; in principle this can be performed in a historyindependent manner using the halo occupation distribution
(HOD) method, which populates a halo with galaxies based
only on mass. More sophisticated approaches, however, need
to incorporate the merger history as well as knowledge of the
halo environment. It should be kept in mind, however, that
halo formation and evolution is a complex dynamical process
– the assumption that a simple merger tree picture is the
correct spatio-temporal description is only an idealization.
C. Galaxy Positions within Halos
In the conventional approach, galaxy positions are associated with subhalo positions. In the situation where there are
none or very few subhalos in a main halo, this procedure is
reasonable, however, in large halos that can contain hundreds
of galaxies, this sort of procedure can run into trouble.
Subhalos tend to reside in the outer parts of such halos, since
tidal disruption reduces their population at smaller radii. It
is known that galaxy populations do not have this property
and continue to rise in density as the radius decreases
(although not with the same slope as the central dark matter
distribution itself).
The reason for this behavior is that galaxies are more
compact and robust than their host halos – they can survive
tidal forces that the subhalos cannot; those that exist having
had most of their dark matter halo stripped away are termed
‘orphan’ galaxies. In order to track orphan galaxies along
with the more usual subhalo approach we use a method
based on tracking the high-density cores of halos, by identifying a central bundle of particle trajectories associated
with each halo and then following this bundle until the end
of the simulation. The advantage of this method is that it
identiﬁes subhalos as well as small-scale overdense regions
which are potential sites for orphan galaxies; the merger and
diffusion of the trajectory bundles mimic galaxy mergers in
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not in any halo are omitted. The algorithm iterates over
pairs of adjacent snapshots in a temporally reversed order,
i.e., the last simulation snapshot generated is the ﬁrst to
be processed, and connects halos based on the overlap in
their particle ID sets. Traversing the snapshots in reverse
greatly simpliﬁes the ability to identify and correct for the
temporary merging of halos, the failure of which can lead
to large mass ﬂuctuations in the accretion history that are
unphysical, potentially having disastrous consequences on
downstream analysis. A key advantage of this strategy is
that it is effective at fully splitting temporarily merged halos
across any number of snapshots with only two analysis
snapshots in memory at any given time.
1) Construct Halo-Halo Intersection Matrix: The central
operation in the algorithm is computing the cardinality of
particle set intersections on the Cartesian product of halos
taken from adjacent snapshots. Formally,
|ha ∩ hb | , ∀ha ∈ HA and ∀hb ∈ HB

(1)

where HA and HB are sets of halos from adjacent analysis
snapshots, and snapshot A comes before B. Conceptually,
the results are stored in an m × n matrix,
C, where

m = |HB | and n = |HA |. Hence, Ci,j = hib ∩ hja . The
choice for this representation where the older halos are
represented as columns is motivated by our implementation
and for simplicity we use this convention throughout the
paper, although conceptually it is an arbitrary decision.

Figure 2: Two merger trees created by our splitting algorithm
for non-hierarchical FOF halos with crossing trajectories.
Fragments (solid purple) from a splitting halo ﬁnally merge
with separate halos in the ﬁnal snapshot. Plot markers of
the same type indicate progenitors of the same ﬁnal halo.
The main halo path (backbone) for the two trees are in
bold and colored red and blue respectively. Marker size is
proportional to FOF halo mass and is scaled for visualization
purposes. Each marker represents a halo from a distinct
analysis snapshot. The mass of fragment halos is calculated
using our approximation method. Distance units are in Mpc
h−1 , one axis is suppressed.

2) Identify Split Events: Once the matrix, C, has been
completely constructed, it is analyzed to determine splitting
events by examining the columns of the matrix. Each column
represents the intersection of particles from an older halo
into the set of newer halos. A parameter of the algorithm,
min split, deﬁnes the minimum number of particles needed
for any intersection to be deemed signiﬁcant to the analysis;
typically this is chosen close to the minimum halo size.
Splitting halos in HA are simply identiﬁed by checking
if the corresponding column in C has no more than one
entry greater than min split. In the case where a split
halo is identiﬁed, a new halo for each split component is
inserted into the catalog and the splitting halo is removed.
We must also alter the original membership function to
reﬂect the insertions and deletion by reassigning the particles
to their corresponding new halos. Finally, properties of the
new halos, namely position, velocity, and mass, must be
calculated. The position and velocity are extrapolated from
the descendant halo, however, new halo masses are proportionally assigned from the original halo mass according to
a split fraction that is calculated as,

just as in the original set. Splitting only considers the ﬁnal
merger as the true merger and does not produce remnant
fragments.
IV. M ERGER T REES
Our method builds halo merger trees from nonhierarchical FOF halos; that is, input halo catalogs need not
contain subhalo information. As such, we deﬁne a “split”
event not as the loss of a subhalo as described in Section III,
but rather, as the loss of a signiﬁcant number of particles to
another FOF halo which is not the direct descendant. In
this way, our approach does not rely on the accuracy or
robustness of a subhalo ﬁnder’s ability to identify subhalos.
A. Design
Our merger tree algorithm determines the evolution of
halos by comparing the halo-particle membership function
from adjacent snapshots. The membership function is a
simple 2-column array that acts as a map between the
particle IDs and their host halo TAG; simulation particles

n

j=1
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0
Ci,j

Ci,j
Ci,j < min split
Ci,j ≥ min split

(2)

which ensures mass ﬂuctuations are smoothed, but still
driven by the dynamics of the simulation.
3) Update Descendants: Descendant halos are determined by using a standard merit function. In our approach,
hb is the descendant of ha when the halo pair have the
greatest fractional overlap. ∀hja ∈ HA
descendant(hja ) = arg max (Ci,j )
hib ∈HB

2)

(3)

B. Implementation
The domain of the underlying simulation is decomposed
into equal 3D sub-volumes for parallelization. The subvolume size is determined using domain knowledge, such
that the maximum distance a particle can travel during the
simulation is not beyond an adjacent sub volume. Halos
are typically found using the same decomposition, and we
leverage this in building merger trees by pruning the descendant search space, thereby limiting halo particle overlap
calculations to neighboring sub-volumes. That is, for each
sub-volume at time, t − 1, a process must search the local
– and all 26 adjacent sub-volumes at time t to complete the
iteration. The next iteration for incrementally building trees
ﬁnds descendants for halos at time t−2, in the t−1 snapshot.
There are no interprocess data dependencies when ﬁnding
descendants for halos during each iteration, however, there
are dependencies between iterations, since the data at time
t − 1 may be altered by our splitting strategy.
During an iteration, each of the N sub-volumes can be
considered an independent sub-problem that requires data
from sub-volume, i, at time t − 1, and data from subvolume, i, at time t, including all adjacent sub-volumes of,
i, at time t. Difﬁculty arises due to memory requirements –
typically holding all 26 neighboring sub-volumes is beyond
the physical available memory, but all data is not needed at
once, and thus can be iteratively processed reusing available
memory. Additionally, the halo-halo intersection matrix is
largely sparse, with most of the columns having at least one
non-zero row. As such, we implement the 2D matrix as an
array of lists, where the columns are static and rows are
dynamically created; missing rows assumed to be zero.
The algorithm described in section IV-A is implemented
in C++ using MPI for portability across parallel systems.
We break down the algorithm into a set of procedures and
provide a complexity analysis for each as they are presented,
providing pseudocode where necessary. The algorithmic
complexity is described using the number of halos, Nh ,
and the total number of particles in all halos, Np , where
Nh  Np (typically by ∼ 103 ×). The procedures called
during each iteration are as follows:

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

on the position of the halo into a new uniform spatial decomposition. For convenience, the halo-particle
membership function is also sorted by particle ID in
this step. Requires all-to-all communication for spatial
redistribution of the halos and membership function.
O(Np log2 Np )
PrepSnapshot – builds a map from the halo IDs
(64 bit integers) to the corresponding position in the
array of halos. Also performs consistency veriﬁcation guaranteeing halo IDs are not duplicated and
all halo IDs in the membership function are present.
O(Nh log2 Nh + Np log2 Nh )
RemoveDuplicatePIDs – removes duplicate particle IDs within the same halo-particle membership
function. Imperfections in halo ﬁnders will sometimes
produce duplicate, or partially duplicated halos. Requires neighbor-to-neighbor synchronous exchange of
the membership function. O(Np log2 Nh )
FillMergerTable – computes the cardinality of
particle ID intersections on the Cartesian product of
halos, storing the result in a sparse matrix. Time
complexity is O(Np log2 Nh ). See Algorithm 2 for
pseudocode.
AugmentTable – augments the sparse matrix of
intersection cardinality with information from spatially adjacent sub-volumes. Requires a neighborto-neighbor synchronous exchange of the partial
(only those not found locally) membership function.
O(Np log2 Nh )
AnalyzeTable – identiﬁes splitting halos and alters
the halo catalog by inserting and deleting. Sets the
descendants according to the merit function. O(Nh )
ChangeSplitTags – alters the halo-particle membership function for halos that are identiﬁed as splitting. Requires a neighbor-to-neighbor synchronous
exchange of the partial membership function. O(Np )
SwapSnapshot – copies memory from snapshot B
to memory buffers for snapshot A so that the next
snapshot is read into B. O(Nh + Np )

The memory requirement for executing the algorithm is
largely dominated by the halo-particle membership function.
We require two snapshots for computing particle overlap
and additionally allocate another (snapshot sized) buffer for
redistribution and particle exchanges. Each particle in the
membership function requires two 64-bit integers (16 bytes),
halos require 90 bytes (including halo properties), and each
sparse table entry requires 32 bytes. Since the size of the
halo-halo intersection matrix (in bytes) is set by the number
of non-null intersections, it is proportional to the number of
halos in the snapshots compared.

1) ReadSnapshot – reads data from sub-volumes of
the simulation snapshot and (if necessary) spatially
redistributes the halos and member particle IDs based

The input halo data is stored on disk and organized by data
blocks that correspond to spatially continuous sub-volumes
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scanning the columns of the halo-halo intersection matrix,
ChangeSplitTags renames the halo TAGs associated
with particle IDs mapped to cells marked as split fragments.
Deciding which particles must be changed is performed
similarly to ﬁlling the matrix and therefore also requires
neighbor data exchange.

of the simulation. The decomposition in the ﬁles is not
preferred for ofﬂine processing when using hardware where
there is available a greater amount of memory per process. In
such a case, we redistribute the halos according to the center
found by the halo ﬁnder. Otherwise, when the number of
MPI processes is commensurate with the number of blocks,
they are simply read by the process matching the block
index. In both cases, logically mapping the uniform volume
decomposition to the processes is accomplished using the
Cartesian virtual topology functions of MPI.

V. T RACKING H ALO S UBSTRUCTURE
Our method for substructure tracking builds on the
premise that subhalos do not form inside a host halo. The
motivation for this approach comes from the theory of hierarchical structure formation. Nearly all observed substructure
is the result of merging with other halos, in other words,
no excess subhalo clustering occurs inside the host halo
and we can therefore leverage the merger history and core
information to understand halo substructure evolution. Stated
as the set of Ncore particles nearest in distance to the
Most Bound Particle (MBP) center, a halo core is a robust
estimator for not only the position and velocity, but also the
stability of a halo once it merges and becomes substructure
of the host. The MBP is formally deﬁned as
⎛
⎞
 mj
⎠
(4)
arg min ⎝−
i∈H
di,j

Algorithm 1: SparseArray.Increment(row, col)
cell ← arrData[col];
while cell != N U LL do
if cell.row == row then
cell.count + +;
return

1
2
3
4
5

else
cell ← cell.next;

6
7
8
9
10

cell ← arrData[col].append(row);
cell.count + +;
return

j∈H,i=j

where mj is the particle mass and di,j is the Euclidean
distance between particles.
The intended application for tracking the cores of merging
halos is to act as a proxy for potential galaxies; more
commonly done by identifying subhalos, a process that itself
can have issues with robustness [10]. By tracking a set of
particles at each step, additional statistical information about
the core, e.g., a description of compactness, can be used
to infer galaxy mergers and disruptions, a task that would
traditionally not only require robustly identifying subhalos,
but also building the corresponding subhalo merger trees.

Algorithm 2: FillMergerTable(HA , HB )
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

i ← 0;
j ← 0;
n ← HA .membership length;
m ← HB .membership length;
SparseArray.Initialize(|HA |);
while i < n and j < m do
p ← HB .membership[j];
q ← HA .membership[i];
if p.pid == q.pid then
row ← HA .map.f ind(p.tag).value;
col ← HB .map.f ind(q.tag).value;
SparseArray.Increment(row, col);

A. Design
Our core tracking algorithm is conceptually straightforward and is only complicated by fragmented halos introduced during merger tree construction. Since cores are found
during the halo ﬁnding phase (prior to building merger trees),
fragment halos will not have halo core information. The
solution we propose is to have any fragment halo inherit
the set of core particle IDs from the main progenitor, see
Figure 3. In the case of a long lasting temporary merger
where several fragment halos occur in succession, this
process occurs recursively. We have observed this strategy to
work well when recovering cores for fragment halos, seeing
only 0.5% of all tree leafs to be fragment halos.
1) Assigning Cores to Halos: Cores are assigned to halos
using the merger tree information, speciﬁcally, the merger
of an isolated halo (itself not the product of mergers)
passes its current core to the descendant. Unlike an isolated

else if p.pid < q.pid then
Insert p into U nmatchedP IDs;
i + +;
else
j + +;
return SparseArray, U nmatchedP IDs

The AugmentTable procedure is similar to
FillMergerTable, with the substitution of the input
HB with U nmatchedP IDs of each neighbor. After the
AnalyzeTable procedure identiﬁes splitting halos by
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It was run on Titan, a Cray XK7 supercomputer at the
Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF), using
more than 90% of the machine. The simulation generated
more than 2PB of raw data. Details about Q Continuum
simulation including HACC’s implementation on GPUs can
be found in Ref. [17]. The AlphaQ simulation is a smaller
test simulation that is mainly used to develop new analysis
methods. It covers a volume of (360.5Mpc)3 and evolves
10243 particles, leading to a mass resolution of 3.2 · 109 M .
The AlphaQ simulation was carried out on Cooley, a GPU
accelerated cluster at the Argonne Leadership Computing
Facility.
A. Data
The simulation codebase has an integrated analysis framework and includes the following tools used to generate
our test data: a parallel halo ﬁnder [16] that implements
the FOF algorithm, a halo center ﬁnder for ﬁnding the
Most Bound Particle (MBP), and a core ﬁnder to identify
simulation particles near the MBP center of each halo.
HACC’s analysis tools were used to generate the halo and
core data used as in our experiments. All data is stored and
read using GenericIO, a library for writing self-describing
scientiﬁc data ﬁles that is optimized for large-scale parallel
ﬁle systems. The simulation and analysis tools partition
the domain into equally sized sub-volumes which are then
stored as contiguous blocks of data and mapped to the
decomposition. The FOF halo data for creating merger trees
from the Q Continuum simulation was generated from 101
simulation snapshots totaling nearly 200TB, most of which
are the membership functions mapping particles to halos.
The AlphaQ simulation halo analysis is also performed on
the same number of snapshots and is approximately 500GB
of data in total.

Figure 3: An example of how our core tracking algorithm
identiﬁes substructure within halos by utilizing merger tree
information. Long dash lines indicate halos below a mass
threshold where our code does not consider a core to exist.
If a halo is isolated, i.e., has no previous mergers, the core
is “refreshed” and the set of particles nearest to the halo
center is rediscovered. Fragment halos inherit the core from
the main progenitor. The process is forward in time.

halo where the nearest Ncore particles are rediscovered,
the particles making up the cores of non-isolated halos
never change. Non-isolated halos pass along their core set
to their descendants, essentially aggregating cores from all
progenitors.
2) Update Core Positions: At each analysis step, the set
of particles that were once ﬂagged by the halo ﬁnder must be
used to update the positions of particles in non-isolated halo
cores. The core properties (position, velocity, compactness)
are then recomputed from their updated particles.

B. Environment
Our experiments were carried out on Titan, a Cray XK7
supercomputer located at Oak Ridge Leadership Computing
Facility (OLCF). We run with a conﬁguration of 16 MPI
ranks/node (1 per physical core) unless we are limited by
the amount of physical memory available. On Titan, each
compute node contains a single 16-core processor and 32GB
of RAM.

VI. R ESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method we
present results for building merger trees with core tracking
on two cosmological simulations, the Q Continuum simulation and the AlphaQ simulation carried out with the
HACC framework (Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cosmology Code) [15]. Both simulations use the same cosmological
parameters, given by the dark matter and baryonic content of
the Universe (ωcdm = 0.1109 and ωb = 0.0226), the normalization and slope of the linear power spectrum (σ8 = 0.8 and
ns = 0.963), the dark energy equation of state, w = −1, and
the Hubble parameter H0 = 71.0. This cosmological model
is close to the measurements obtained by the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) during its seventh year
operation [24]. The QContinuum simulation covers a volume
of (1300Mpc)3 and evolves 81923 particles, leading to a
particle mass of mp ∼ 1.5 · 108 M . It is one of the largest
cosmological simulations at this resolution ever carried out.

C. Experiments
To show how our merger tree algorithm performs with
data from a real cosmological simulation, we chose the moderately sized (1 billion) particle simulation called AlphaQ.
To compute the speedup and efﬁciency, we redistributed the
data at each step in order to vary the computing resources
used. The same domain partitioning strategy implemented by
the simulation is used: an equal volume decomposition, thus,
the sub-volumes become smaller as the number of processes
increases. The effect of this is seen as less of a speedup
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Speedup 4a and parallel efﬁciency 4b of overall performance of the merger tree building algorithm on the AlphaQ
simulation at selected snapshots, labeled as z for redshift, used to describe cosmic time. z = 0 indicates now, or the ﬁnal
timestep of a cosmological simulation, and larger values indicate earlier time. Generally, higher z indicates more homogeneity
in the mass distribution and lower values of z indicate more clustering, and as a result greater load imbalance. 4c shows a
breakdown of the individual phases of computation at z ≈ 1.0 for the results reported in 4a and 4b.

and lower parallel efﬁciency when using more processes,
see Figure 4. The issue is related to worsening performance
at later simulation time when entering the highly clustered
regime. When the domain becomes highly clustered, small
sub-volumes create large data imbalances. For example with
256 processes at z ≈ 1.0, the volume with the most data
had 4,114,405 particles, with the mean number of 1,701,349
particles across all sub-volumes, resulting in a 83% relative
difference. In contrast, with 64 processes at z ≈ 7.31, the
relative difference was only 39%. This leads to the question
of trying to load balance the data to achieve better speedup
and efﬁciency. Looking at Figure 4c, it is not clear what
may be the best strategy. There is not enough computation
performed to warrant the costly data movement required
for load balancing using the current strategy. Lastly, we
examine the memory overhead of executing our code using
the system function getrusage. We log the maximum
memory utilization of the compute nodes, each running 16
MPI processes.
Nranks
256
128
64
32

< Np >
1,797,569
3,595,138
7,190,276
14,380,552

< Nh >
15,283
30,566
61,132
122,265

Figure 5: The length of the merger tree backbone, i.e., the
path of the most massive progenitor, for halos in the ﬁnal
timestep. The length gives a measure of how rubustly single
halos can be tracked through the complicated interactions of
structure formation.

GB
3.3
7.6
10.9
21.25

by other merger tree codes on cosmological simulations.
Intuitively, the results show that larger, high-mass halos tend
to have a longer formation history than lower mass halos.
To test our implementation on an extreme scale simulation we ran our code on the complete 101 halo analysis
snapshots for Q Continuum simulation using 16,348 processes. Each halo analysis snapshot of the simulation has a
halo-particle membership function that maps approximately
half of the simulation particles to halos, that is, the halo
ﬁnder determined that about half of the particles belong
to halos, with the remaining particles being ﬁeld particles.

There exist several commonly accepted measures to characterize the quality, or correctness, of merger trees [8]. One
such measure is the length of the merger tree backbone,
which is the path of the most massive progenitor, see
Figure 5. We partition the halos into narrow mass bins and
plot the distribution of the backbone lengths in each bin to
generate the ﬁgure. Our results show a robust identiﬁcation
of the formation history, consistent with what has been seen
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look consistent and certainly produce more trees with more
physically consistent properties.
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Figure 6: The timing breakdown for the individual phases
of building merger trees for the Q Continuum simulation.

Figure 7: The ratio of the new halo mass function obtained
after applying our merger tree splitting algorithm to the
original; taken from the Q Continuum Simulation at a very
early and late simulation time. The effect of splitting is
clearly visible with more small halos being introduced and
in turn having fewer large halos. The result is comparable
to that obtained by a subhalo splitting algorithm [22].

The Q Continuum simulation was run with a 3D volume
decomposition of 32 × 32 × 16, resulting in an average of
14,797,466 particles per process, which is roughly equivalent
to the AlphaQ simulation with 32 processes with a 4 × 4 × 2
decomposition. We see a memory utilization maximum
of 17.5 GB when running with 8 ranks/node due to the
increased load imbalance. In Fig 6, we show the timing
breakdown for building merger trees for selected snapshots
of the Q Continuum simulation. Step 286 is most similar
to the timing breakdown with 32 processes of the AlphaQ
simulation shown in Fig 4c, both in the average number of
particles per process and in simulation time. Although we
do still see similar relative execution times for the phases,
e.g., RemoveDuplicates and ChangeSplitTags far
outweigh others, the cumulative end-to-end execution is
greater with Q Continuum. The explanation is largely due
to an even greater load imbalance stemming from the higher
mass resolution of the Q Continuum simulation, which is approximately an order of magnitude greater than AlphaQ. The
Q Continuum simulation covers a volume of (1300Mpc)3
with a decomposition of 32 × 32 × 16, making each subvolume approximately (40×40×80)Mpc3 . As we discussed,
when holding the number of particles per process ﬁxed,
the resulting AlphaQ simulation that covers a volume of
(360Mpc)3 has a decomposition of 4 × 4 × 2, which results
in sub-volumes of (90 × 90 × 180)Mpc3 . With the equal volume decomposition, the load imbalance is attributed to the
clustering that naturally occurs in cosmological simulations
where the homogeneity scale is closer to 200 Mpc.
As a qualitative test we compared the mass function ratio
in Figure 7 to results obtained from a halo splitting algorithm
using subhalo merger trees [22]. We see a very similar trend
and although a direct comparison is not possible for several
reasons, e.g., a different FOF linking length, the results

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a novel method for building merger
trees by splitting non-hierarchical FOF halos and for using
the cores of merging halos to robustly track the evolution of substructure. This method presents a number of
advantages over conventional techniques. It is scalable to
the largest state-of-the-art simulations and does not require
complex subhalo deﬁnitions and tracking, as other methods
do. The core tracking methodology allows for substructure
information to be included in merger tree construction in a
way that avoids the subhalo disruption problem, and indeed
even the identiﬁcation of subhalos. In applications to galaxy
formation modeling, the subhalo mass is typically not used,
but rather the mass of the halo just before it accretes onto
the major halo, i.e., the ‘infall’ mass. Since the infall mass is
present in our approach, there is no loss of generality when
applying it to model galaxies in the construction of synthetic
catalogs.
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